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Art: WK Interact
Let’s start with the fundamental paradox: Our personal technology in the 21st century—our
laptops and smartphones, our browsers and apps—does everything it can to keep us out of crowds.

#Riot
Hyper-Networked Protests, Revolts, and Riots: A Timeline
Why pack into Target when Amazon can speed the essentials of life to your door? Why approach
strangers at parties or bars when dating sites like OkCupid (to say nothing of hookup apps like
Grindr) can more efficiently shuttle potential mates into your bed? Why sit in a cinema when you
can stream? Why cram into arena seats when you can pay per view? We declare the obsolescence of
“bricks and mortar,” but let’s be honest: What we usually want to avoid is the flesh and blood, the
unpleasant waits and stares and sweat entailed in vying against other bodies in the same place, at
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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the same time, in pursuit of the same resources.
And yet: On those rare occasions when we want to form a crowd, our tech can work a strange, dark
magic. Consider this anonymous note, passed around among young residents of greater London on a
Sunday in early August:
Everyone in edmonton enfield woodgreen everywhere in north link up at enfield town station 4 o
clock sharp!!!!
Bring some bags, the note went on; bring cars and vans, and also hammers. Make sure no snitch
boys get dis, it implored. Link up and cause havic, just rob everything. Police can’t stop it. This
note, and variants on it, circulated on August 7, the day after a riot had broken out in the London
district of Tottenham, protesting the police killing of a 29-year-old man in a botched arrest. So the
recipients of this missive, many of them at least, were already primed for violence.
It helped, too, that the medium was BlackBerry Messenger, a private system in which “broadcasting”
messages—sending them to one’s entire address book—can be done for free, with a single command.
Unlike in the US, where BlackBerrys are seen as strictly a white-collar accessory, teens and
twentysomethings in the UK have embraced the platform wholeheartedly, with 37 percent of 16- to
24-year-olds using the devices nationwide; the percentage is probably much higher in urban areas
like London. From early on in the rioting, BBM messages were pinging around among the
participants and their friends, who were using the service for everything from sharing photos to
coordinating locations. Contemplating the corporate-grade security and mass communication of the
platform, Mike Butcher, a prominent British blogger who serves as a digital adviser to the London
mayor, wryly remarked that BBM had become the “thug’s Gutenberg press.”

Nick de Bois, one of Enfield’s representatives in Parliament, was whiling away that Sunday
afternoon at the horse races in Windsor, where a friend’s wife was celebrating her 40th birthday. It
was a fine day of racing, to boot: In the third, Toffee Tart bested Marygold by just half a length,
paying off at 7:2. “Unusually for me, I hadn’t looked at my handheld in two hours,” de Bois says. But
when he did look, he saw something disturbing. Gossip was swirling about more riots that night,
with Enfield named as a likely target. De Bois decided he had better cut his race day short. “I never
even had a chance to recover my losses,” he deadpans.
By five in the afternoon, he was on the streets of Enfield Town, along with a handful of police. Was
there a riot? No—not really, not yet. But there was a gathering crowd, a mixed-race group of mostly
young men, just milling around in small bunches. Some were conducting what de Bois describes as
“reckys”—reconnaissance missions—around the town center. “They were just having a good look!”
he says.
Then, at around 6 pm, as if at some unvoiced command, the street exploded. The crowd hit a
Pearsons department store, a Starbucks, an HMV. Police were able to move in and contain the
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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violence—or so they thought—to a small part of the town’s shopping district. “Of course, there were
side roads,” de Bois says. “But broadly speaking, the looting had been contained. Calm had been
restored.” It was a loose version of what the British call kettling, an anti-riot tactic where police keep
a disorderly crowd penned in, often for hours, to avoid their causing any more trouble.
Only then, though, did the situation in Enfield get truly surreal. De Bois was standing outside the
sealed-off zone, behind one line of police, in an open area that led to the train station. As he watched
in amazement, more and more people—some disembarking trains at the station, some stepping out
of cars—continued to pour into the plaza. Riot police were convoying in, too, but their numbers
couldn’t possibly keep up. And even if they did, it was impossible to definitively separate the wouldbe rioters from the bystanders.
Right behind a line of armor-clad police who had successfully contained a riot, this new crowd of
hundreds was gearing up to touch off a second riot. As 7 pm approached, face coverings went up,
and a small group walked past de Bois with a crowbar. Gangs began to break windows throughout
the plaza—one local jewelry store lost nearly $65,000 in stock. Police would descend on a group, but
then the crowd would disperse, only to reconstitute itself someplace else a few minutes later. Part of
the issue was a peculiarity of British policing: Largely because most cops lack guns, they can’t easily
carry out mass arrests, even in emergencies. Instead, each arrestee is physically accompanied by
individual officers for booking. With their numbers already stretched thin, the police could not take
looters off the streets without further depleting their own ranks.
But there was also something strange about the character of this riot, and these rioters—something
that seemed to make the violence unstoppable. At base, it was their confidence: their surety that, as
they streamed out of their cars and trains, or as they milled around in small groups, or even after
they were dispersed by police, they would always find one another in sufficient numbers. As de Bois
wandered through the crowd, he buttonholed one of the young men, asked him who they all were
and why they were there. “Don’t worry,” said the looter to the MP, in a tone of gruff reassurance.
“We’ll be out of here soon.”
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Occupy protesters at the Port of Oakland—November 2, 2011.
Photo: Getty
The year 2011 brought waves of crowd unrest on a worldwide scale unseen for more than three
decades. From January’s revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia through a summer of sit-ins and
demonstrations in Europe, India, and Israel to the Occupy Wall Street movement in the fall, the past
year saw a new generation of activists rediscover—and subtly reinvent, through social media—the
massive street action as a means of political expression.
But on both sides of the Atlantic, there was a rash of more mysterious, more malicious-seeming
crowds in which technology appeared to play a central role. Riots over four days in Britain spread
across the country and caused millions of dollars in property damage. US cities struggled with their
own disorder: In Kansas City, Missouri, gunfire injured three after hundreds of high school students
descended on an open-air shopping mall, while Philadelphia imposed a curfew to fight a long string
of surprise gatherings by teens. At least five cities saw an innovative form of robbery, where a large
group of kids would simultaneously run into a store, take items off the shelves, and run out again. To
be sure, technology wasn’t at the root of all the crowd mayhem: For example, an investigation of a
group robbery in Germantown, Maryland, determined that the thieves had hatched their plan on a
bus, not online. But with most of these events, there was some sort of electronic trail (Facebook,
Twitter, texts, BBM) that showed how they coalesced.
Groping for what to call these events, the media christened them “flash mobs”—lumped them in,
that is, with the fad in which large crowds carry out a public performance and then post the results
on YouTube. So at around the same time that Fox was running a lighthearted flash-mob reality show
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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called Mobbed, and Friends With Benefits, the high-grossing rom-com starring Justin Timberlake
and Mila Kunis, featured a flash-mob dance in Times Square, pundits and public officials suddenly
began railing against flash mobs as a threat to public order. The convenience store knock-overs
became “flash mob robberies,” or even “flash robs.” “The evolution of flash mobs from pranks to
crime and revolution,” declared one of my local papers, the San Francisco Examiner, after the
hacktivist group Anonymous had helped to create subway shutdowns.
Here is where the story got a bit uncomfortable for me personally. The Examiner‘s flash-mob
timeline, which ended in a terrifying stew of rioting and revolution, literally began with my name.
Back in 2003, as a sort of social experiment, I sent an email to friends and asked them to forward it
along, looking to gather “inexplicable mobs” of people around New York. Then, over the span of just
a couple of months, I watched in amazement as my prank turned into a worldwide fad. I should add
that the first flash mobs weren’t like either the Friends With Benefits kind or the burn-and-loot kind
—or, maybe I should say, they were a little like both. Like the happy mobs, they were good-natured
spectacles, and they often involved the crowd performing some benign group action: bowing before
a robotic dinosaur, making birdcalls in Central Park. Like the violent mobs, though, they were highly
spontaneous; the crowd was told where they were going and what they would do there only minutes
beforehand. And the goal of the get-togethers was not to entertain but, if I may borrow a phrase, to
“link up and cause havic.”
I even called my events “mobs,” as a wink to the scary connotations of a large group gathered for no
good reason. But I didn’t come up with the name flash mob—that honor belongs to Sean Savage, a
UC Berkeley grad student who was blogging about my events and the copycats as they happened. He
added the word “flash” as an analogy to a flash flood, evoking the way that these crowds (which in
the original version arrived all at once and were gone in 10 minutes or less) rushed in and out like
water from a sudden storm. Savage and I never met while the original mobs were still going on, but
today we work just a block away from each other in San Francisco—me at Wired, him at Frog
Design, where he’s an interaction designer—so we now can get together and commiserate about
what’s become of our mutual creation. It had been bad enough to see the term get appropriated by
Oprah to describe a ridiculous public dance party featuring the Black Eyed Peas. Now the media was
stretching the term to include just about any sort of group crime. “It means everything and nothing
now,” Savage says morosely.
One reason the term “flash mob” stuck back in 2003 was its resonance, among some sci-fi fans who
read Savage’s blog, with a 1973 short story by Larry Niven called “Flash Crowd.” Niven’s tale
revolved around the effects of cheap teleportation technology, depicting a future California where
“displacement booths” line the street like telephone booths. The story is set in motion when its
protagonist, a TV journalist, inadvertently touches off a riot with one of his news reports. Thanks to
teleportation, the rioting burns out of control for days, as thrill-seekers use the booths to beam in
from all around to watch and loot. Reading “Flash Crowd” back in 2003, I hadn’t seen much
connection to my own mobs, which I intended as a joke about the slavishness of fads. I laughed off
anyone who worried about these mobs getting violent. In 2011, though, it does feel like Niven got
something chillingly correct. He seems especially prescient in the way he describes the interplay of
curiosity, large numbers, and low-level criminality that causes his fictional riots to grow. “How many
people would be dumb enough to come watch a riot?” the narrator asks. “But that little percentage,
they all came at once, from all over the United States and some other places, too. And the more there
were, the bigger the crowd got, the louder it got—the better it looked to the looters … And the looters
came from everywhere, too.”
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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That last line passed for science fiction in 1973. The not-infrequent riots that wracked American
cities in the 1960s tended to be strikingly localized, with rioters taking out their aggression on the
immediate neighborhood in which they lived. By contrast, Nick de Bois says that of the 165 or so
people arrested so far for the looting in Enfield Town, only around 60 percent hailed from the local
borough, which includes not just greater Enfield but a few surrounding towns. The other 40 percent
commuted in from elsewhere, including locales as far afield as Essex and Twickenham, each a good
hour’s drive away. Instead of teleportation booths replacing telephone booths—how quaint!—it
turned out that those phones merely had to shrink down enough to fit into our pockets.

Riot crackdown in Enfield Town, UK—August 7, 2011.
Photo: AP
In trying to understand how and why crowds go wrong, you can have no better guide than
Clifford Stott, senior lecturer in social psychology at the University of Liverpool. Stott has risked his
life researching his subject. Specifically, he has spent most of his career—more than 20 years so far—
conducting a firsthand study of violence among soccer fans. On one particularly dicey trip to
Marseilles in 1998, Stott and a small crowd of Englishmen ran away from a cloud of tear gas only to
find themselves facing a gang of 50 French toughs, some of them wielding bottles and driftwood. “If
you are on your own,” a philosophical fellow Brit remarked to Stott at that moment, “you’re going to
get fucked.” This, in a sense, is the fundamental wisdom at the heart of Stott’s work—though he does
couch it in somewhat more respectable language.
To Stott, members of a crowd are never really “on their own.” Based on a set of ideas that he and
other social psychologists call ESIM (Elaborated Social Identity Model), Stott believes crowds form
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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what are essentially shared identities, which evolve as the situation changes. We might see a crowd
doing something that appears to us to be just mindless violence, but to those in the throng, the
actions make perfect sense. With this notion, Stott and his colleagues are trying to rebut an
influential line of thinking on crowd violence that stretches from Gustave Le Bon, whose 1895
treatise, The Crowd, launched the field of crowd psychology, up to Philip Zimbardo, the psychologist
behind the infamous Stanford Prison Experiment of 1971. To explain group disorder, Zimbardo and
other mid-20th-century psychologists blamed a process they called deindividuation, by which a
crowd frees its members to carry out their baser impulses. Through anonymity, in Zimbardo’s view,
the strictures of society were lifted from crowds, pushing them toward a state of anarchy and thereby
toward senseless violence.
By contrast, Stott sees crowds as the opposite of ruleless, and crowd violence as the opposite of
senseless: What seems like anarchic behavior is in fact governed by a shared self-conception and
thus a shared set of grievances. Stott’s response to the riots has been unpopular with many of his
countrymen. Unlike Zimbardo, who would respond—and indeed has responded over the years—to
incidents of group misbehavior by speaking darkly of moral breakdown, Stott brings the focus back
to the long history of societal slights, usually by police, that primed so many young people to riot in
the first place.
Meeting Stott in person, one can see how he’s been able to blend in with soccer fans over the years.
He’s a stocky guy, with a likably craggy face and a nose that looks suspiciously like it’s been broken a
few times. When asked why the recent riots happened, his answers always come back to poor
policing—particularly in Tottenham, where questions over the death of a young man went
unaddressed by police for days and where the subsequent protest was met with arbitrary violence.
Stott singles out one moment when police seemed to handle a young woman roughly and an image
of that mistreatment was tweeted (and BBMed) throughout London’s black community and beyond.
It was around then that the identity of the crowd shifted, decisively, to outright combat against the
police.
Stott boils down the violent potential of a crowd to two basic factors. The first is what he and other
social psychologists call legitimacy—the extent to which the crowd feels that the police and the whole
social order still deserve to be obeyed. In combustible situations, the shared identity of a crowd is
really about legitimacy, since individuals usually start out with different attitudes toward the police
but then are steered toward greater unanimity by what they see and hear. Paul Torrens, a University
of Maryland professor who builds 3-D computer models of riots and other crowd events, imbues
each agent in his simulations with an initial Legitimacy score on a scale from 0 (total disrespect for
police authority) to 1 (absolute deference). Then he allows the agents to influence one another. It’s a
crude model, but it’s useful in seeing the importance of a crowd’s initial perception of legitimacy. A
crowd where every member has a low L will be predisposed to rebel from the outset; a more varied
crowd, by contrast, will take significantly longer to turn ugly, if it ever does.
It’s easy to see how technology can significantly change this starting position. When that tweet or
text or BBM blast goes out declaring, as the Enfield message did, that “police can’t stop it,” the
eventual crowd will be preselected for a very low L indeed. As Stott puts it, flash-mob-style
gatherings are special because they “create the identity of a crowd prior to the event itself,” thereby
front-loading what he calls the “complex process of norm construction,” which usually takes a
substantial amount of time. He hastens to add that crowd identity can be pre-formed through other
means, too, and that such gatherings also have to draw from a huge group of willing (and
determined) participants. But the technology allows a group of like-minded people to gather with
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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unprecedented speed and scale. “You’ve only got to write one message,” Stott says, “and it can reach
50, or 500, or even 5,000 people with the touch of a button.” If only a tiny fraction of this quickly
multiplying audience gets the message and already has prepared itself for disorder, then disorder is
what they are likely to create.

Standoff in San Francisco's subway system—August 15, 2011.
Photo: Corbis
The second factor in crowd violence, in Stott’s view, is simply what he calls power: the
perception within a crowd that it has the ability to do what it wants, to take to the streets without
fear of punishment. This, in turn, is largely a function of sheer size—and just as with legitimacy,
small gradations can make an enormous difference. We often think about flash mobs and other
Internet-gathered crowds as just another type of viral phenomenon, the equivalent of a video that
gets a million views instead of a thousand. But in the physical world, the distance separating the
typical from the transformational is radically smaller than in the realm of bits. Merely doubling the
expected size of a crowd can create a truly combustible situation.
It was this problem of sheer volume, in retrospect, that tripped up Ryan Raddon—aka Kaskade, a
Santa Monica, California, electronic dance artist—in his ill-fated PR stunt last July. The plan was
simple enough: To celebrate the release of Electric Daisy Carnival Experience, a documentary about
the electronic dance music scene that prominently featured him, Raddon would put on a short show
outside the premiere, at the iconic Grauman’s Chinese Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard. He got a
permit from the fire department to shut down one lane of traffic. The idea was that the crowd would
assemble on the sidewalk; he would cruise in, playing music on the back of a truck, and stop right in
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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front, blocking that one agreed-upon lane. Really, it was a very elegant plan, and at 1:36 pm, he sent
out the fateful tweet:
Today@6pm in Hollywood @Mann’s Chinese Theatre. ME+BIG SPEAKERS+ MUSIC=BLOCK
PARTY!!! RT!
As Raddon was to discover, though, the math of physical space is unforgiving. The stretch of
sidewalk directly in front of the theater is around 130 feet wide by 12 feet deep, while the outer
courtyard offers a second viewing area of perhaps twice that size. Since even a dense crowd
accommodates only around one person per 4.5 square feet, this would imply a maximum audience
of about a thousand. By the time Raddon’s truck arrived, though, the crowd had swelled to roughly
5,000, stretching both ways down the block and thickly obstructing all six lanes of traffic. Police and
news helicopters rotored overhead; fistfights began to break out. There was nowhere for Raddon’s
truck to pull in, so the police directed him around the corner.
Then they tried to disperse the crowd, sending a line of riot cops down Hollywood Boulevard. They
barked an order to leave the street, even though the sidewalks could not fit another person, let alone
another thousand. Some fans responded by throwing bottles at the police, who in turn shot beanbag
cannons into the crowd. Pandemonium ensued, with Raddon’s fans surging onto the tops of police
cars and resisting arrest. Around the corner on Orange Drive, a cruiser was set ablaze. The dismal
drift of the event is well captured in Raddon’s Twitter stream, which started out so cocksure just
before his arrival but which escalated, over the course of 90 minutes, into an agitated blizzard of allcaps:
6:58 pm
Everybody CHILL OUT!!! The cops are freaking out. BE SAFE AND LET’S HAVE SOME FUN!
7:18 pm
EVERYONE CHILL NOW!!! The block party has officially been shut down! BUT THIS IS TOO
CRAZY AND WE NEED TO BE SAFE!
7:31 pm
EVERYONE NEEDS TO GO HOME NOW! I DON’T WANT THIS TO REFLECT BADLY ON EDM
OR WHAT WE ARE ABOUT. BE RESPECTFUL AND CHILL OUT!!!
When I meet Raddon a few months later—at the studio suite in Santa Monica that he shares, a bit
incongruously, with the R&B legend Booker T. Jones—he’s still puzzling over why so many people
came. At first blush, this sounds like false modesty: A week before we meet, a fan poll cosponsored
by DJ Times magazine named him “America’s Best DJ,” a serious honor in the electronic dance
scene. But as Raddon points out, he doesn’t even have a major-label record deal, and with 138,000
followers, he certainly doesn’t rank very high among musicians on Twitter: Lady Gaga now has more
than 16 million, a minor big-label star like Jason Mraz boasts more than 2 million, and indie heavies
like the Decemberists top 200,000, easy. It’s hard to believe that even Mraz, or “Weird Al” Yankovic
(2.2 million), could draw out 5,000 people on just four hours’ notice.
Really, Raddon was right: On their face, at least, the numbers don’t add up. It’s not as if his appeal is
somehow regional to Southern California; the electronic dance music fan base is truly worldwide. So
even a generous estimate of around 10 percent local would put barely more than 13,500 of his
Twitter followers within driving distance of the show. How did he get nearly half that many people to
drop what they were doing and almost immediately schlep out to Hollywood Boulevard? And how
did that crowd, of all crowds—a fan base known for its gratuitous hug-giving and cuddle-puddling—
escalate into a full-blown riot?
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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Photo: AP
To the first question, at least, Raddon has come up with a preliminary answer, and it’s a smart
one, because it gets at the changing nature of the subculture he inhabits. It has become a cliché these
days to talk about “engagement” in social media, about the magical way that some users and
institutions online are able to punch above their weight, as it were, in the devotion of their relatively
small groups of followers. But among dance music fans, super-engagement is a real and rational
phenomenon, because social media serves not just as a diversion or a supplemental source of
information but as the entire lifeline of their scene. Even the largest house acts have tended not to be
on major labels. Raddon himself is signed to a small New York-based outfit called Ultra Records,
which sells all its music online; it’s vanishingly rare for an Ultra artist to hit the Billboard Hot 100,
but the label’s YouTube channel is the fifth-most-viewed music channel of all time and the 11thmost-viewed channel of any type. Unless you’re extremely diligent about following Raddon or his
label or other big acts on social media, you might never hear about even the major shows in your
area.
“Electronic dance music is still something that you have to find,” Raddon says. “It’s not on the radio,
it’s not on TV. These people really had to search me out.” And the sense of shared community this
engenders cannot be overstated. Ten years ago, the dance music scene was finely sliced into such an
interminable array of genre divisions that it became a joke: aquatic techno-funk, down-tempo future
jazz, goa-trance, hard chill ambient, techxotica, and so on. In the past decade or so, though, despite
all the ways that the Internet encourages music to nichify, the rise of social media has actually
pushed electronic dance music in the opposite direction. Witnessing its sheer numbers, sensing its
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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collective power, the dance scene has reunified, becoming more of a mass phenomenon—an
undifferentiated subculture of millions. It turns out that the thrill of collective identity, a moblike
feeling of shared enormity, is far more exciting to fans than were their endless dives down rabbit
holes of sonic purism.
Can you see how this starts to hint at an answer to the second question? The one about why a raver
crowd became a riot? Think of it this way: To show up at Kaskade’s block party—and to hang around
even after, or especially after, the police have come to send you home—is a decision that’s about far
more than taste in music. It’s about being part of a group that has long felt invisible (no radio, no
TV) despite the existence of enormous numbers. One might call this the emergence of megaundergrounds, groups of people for whom the rise of Facebook and Twitter has laid bare the
disconnect between their real scale and the puny extent to which the dominant culture recognizes
them. For these groups, suddenly coalescing into a crowd feels like stepping out from the shadows,
like forcing society to respect the numbers that they now know themselves to command.
Every disorderly flash mob that I’ve mentioned in this story has been, at root, a mega-underground
phenomenon. In many cases, this brings us back around to the uncomfortable subject of race. In the
US, the biggest and most important of the urban flash mobs that politicians have railed against (and
that right-wingers now fret about as representing the specter of black insurrection) weren’t gathered
by calls to violence, as in London. Instead, they were essentially about African-American teenagers
showing their numbers, about kids taking over—for a brief window of time—some highly visible
public spaces where they normally feel less than welcome. In Kansas City, a police investigation
found that the mobs in April 2010 were gathered via Facebook, bringing between 700 and 900 kids
to the aptly named Country Club Plaza, lined with plush stores. The Philadelphia mobs that same
spring were touched off by a popular dance crew called Team Nike, who tweeted about the public
performances they were giving; as in LA, though, these tweets got widely forwarded with an eye
toward creating impromptu street parties on South Street and at the Gallery mall. Elijah Anderson, a
Yale sociologist and Philly native who studies poor urban communities, has coined the term
“cosmopolitan canopy” to describe these kinds of spaces. They’re the places where people of
different races and class backgrounds come together, which makes them the closest thing we have
today to a commons; for teens, especially poorer teens, the cosmopolitan canopy represents society
and authority in the way that a statehouse or bank headquarters ought to but doesn’t.
And it’s not too far a stretch to extend this same idea into the realm of protests. This is, at root, the
way that Occupy Wall Street defied expectations to become a genuine political force. The media
harped on how these protests grew through Twitter, but it was really the movement’s Tumblr
—wearethe99percent.tumblr.com—that made it work. Those photos of struggling Americans
essentially virtualized the occupation; the street protesters were merely the visible symbol of the
giant, subterranean mob of Americans struggling to get by. What’s really revolutionary about all
these gatherings—what remains both dangerous and magnificent about them—is the way they
represent a disconnected group getting connected, a mega-underground casting off its invisibility to
embody itself, formidably, in physical space.
None of this can entirely explain Enfield, though. What remains shocking about that riot is the
way it evolved in the moment, forming and reforming, eluding attempts to contain it. I keep coming
back to one particular video from that night, a 50-second clip that captures the moment when G.
Mantella, a mom-and-pop jewelry store, got hit for $65,000 in merchandise. Seriously, go watch the
video right now, if you’re near a browser: It’s at wrdm.ag/riotvideo. The camera moves at walking
pace toward the store, through a large but loose milling crowd. Who is a spectator? Who is a looter?
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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Everyone looks simultaneously like neither and both. There’s a remarkable moment at 0:30 where a
guy in a hoodie walks by, clutching a smartphone to his chest, looking cannily over his shoulder.
He’s clearly taken on the group identity, but his peculiar expression betrays something strange about
the nature and extent of his affiliation. The device in his hands connects him but it also frees him,
allowing him to stay in and out of the mob at the same time.
The camera approaches the jewelry store just as three police vans come screaming up, and the
looters stream out of the store at top speed. It’s the only point in the video that you see a real, thick,
densely packed crowd, and that’s at the moment right before it gets dispersed. What isn’t clear from
the video—what I didn’t realize until I took the train up to Enfield Town and made my own walk
from the station to the square—was just how open this whole space is, how far back the buildings sit
from the relatively wide streets. In LA, it had taken the confidence of a thickly gathered mob of
ravers to confront the police. Here in Enfield, you had a few hundred people ranging around,
gathering to loot, dispersing, and then reconvening soon thereafter to strike again. This was the
pattern in Brixton, too, in South London, where rioters looted and burned a shopping district,
scattered, and then reemerged a half-mile away to hit an electronics superstore. As Nick de Bois
says, “It was organized, but it was dynamic.”
Really, what the video reveals is an extra dimension to the phenomenon of “power,” which turns out
to be about more than sheer numbers. In the pre-cell-phone era—as Cliff Stott observed in
Marseilles—overall numbers didn’t matter one bit if you could not keep physically connected. In
Among the Thugs, Bill Buford’s first-person account of soccer hooliganism, he describes the
remarkable discipline that even these drunken, anarchic yobs had to maintain to carry out violence
against opposing fans: “Everyone is jogging in formation, tightly compressed, silent.” Step out of the
phalanx to grab a pint or take a piss and you might never find your fellows again; in the meantime,
the opposing mob might find you alone. Today, by contrast, a crowd’s power is amplified by the fact
that its members can never really get separated. A crowd that’s always connected can never really be
dispersed. It’s always still out there.
Among the more idealistic people who organize protests, not riots, there are dreams of creating
special tools that can guide crowds in the moment, making them even more effective at thwarting or
eluding police. At the London Hackspace, a maker workshop in the city’s Hackney borough, I met up
with Sam Carlisle, codeveloper of an app called Sukey. Initially concocted to aid a series of student
actions last winter—protesting an enormous hike in university fees that was being pushed through
by the new Conservative-led government—Sukey has the very specific goal of frustrating that police
tactic of kettling, which can imprison activists on the street for hours. To combat this maneuver,
Sukey polls protesters in real time to identify exit points to public spaces that are blocked by police.
Carlisle and his fellow developers are talking with protest groups about how to expand the app’s
reach, creating dedicated apps for multiple smartphone platforms, in multiple languages, for use all
around the world.
It’s a great idea in principle. But it seems hard to believe that any dedicated app for crowd
communication could possibly be more effective than BBM was in London. In a protest crowd of any
significant size, there will be a huge contingent that steps out at the spur of the moment, with no
thought of downloading a special app or even bookmarking a URL. When disorder strikes or danger
looms, they will fall back on the social ties they have already established, the tools they already
possess, the patterns they already follow.
Among tech journalists, BlackBerry is considered to be “old-fashioned, lame, commoditized
technology,” as Mike Butcher, the blogger and digital adviser in London puts it. But BBM is private,
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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decentralized, blindingly fast, and—most important—ubiquitous. My colleague Robert Capps has
called this phenomenon the Good Enough Revolution (issue 17.09), though I doubt he imagined that
last word would ever assume, as it did in the streets of London, such an uncomfortably literal
connotation. For tech to become effective as a tool for civic disorder, it first had to insinuate itself
into people’s daily lives. Now that it has, there can be no getting rid of it. The agent provocateur lives
inside our pockets and purses and cannot be uninstalled.
By the end of “Flash Crowd,” Niven’s fictional journalist, the guy accused of setting off the giant
riot in the first place, has dreamed up a system to stop the violence from recurring. It involves the
police both curtailing the teleportation technology and commandeering it. Cops, in his scheme,
would get to ban all arrivals near the site of unrest, switching the booths so that they only send—
directly to the inside of a police station or mass jail.
In the aftermath of the UK riots, the proposals floating around Parliament sounded every bit as
intrusive, if not more so. Representatives of Facebook and Twitter were called in to discuss
emergency plans to throttle their services. Research in Motion, the maker of BlackBerry, has
promised (or so it has been reported) that it would halt BBM if riots happened again. But for the
same basic reason that the technologies have proved instrumental in crowd disorders—the ubiquity
of their use, among not just young people but all classes and professions—one has to doubt whether
governments and tech companies will really have the stomach to carry out these draconian
countermeasures. Vital emergency personnel routinely rely on BBM and other smartphone services,
so an outright shutdown might easily sacrifice more lives than it saves.
So what’s a police force to do? In late September, the Dallas Police Department played host to a
conference called SMILE (Social Media, the Internet, and Law Enforcement), and this question was
very much in the air. Mike Parker, a captain at the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, said
that his force monitors social media and looks to disrupt problems before they start. He used an
example of an entertainer—he wouldn’t specify the name—who tweeted to his half-million followers
that he would be making a guerrilla appearance at a local electronics store. Once the police were
tipped off to this, they helped to make a clever intervention: By the time the celebrity showed up,
store employees had set up a folding table near the front for him, and two cops hung around to
watch. “You can imagine how happy he wasn’t, when he showed up,” Parker says with barely
restrained glee. “His whole plan was to create a spontaneous, ‘cool’ event, and instead it ended up
looking organized.”
But to stay abreast of such would-be mobs, police would need to monitor social media with a level of
intelligence—attuned to popularity, cognizant of slang, filtering for location—that right now is
beyond the reach of even sophisticated tech startups, let alone cash-strapped police departments.
The pitfalls of this task were apparent when David Gerulski, from a firm called DigitalStakeout, took
the podium to give a demo. With his service, he promised the assembled officers, they could stop
tinkering with social media and “go back to kicking down doors and sticking guns in people’s faces!”
On the big screen, he projected a map from his software’s filtering system showing recent and
potentially dangerous tweets from Dallas. He drilled down on one tweet in particular, from a user
named Evy: suck a dick and die! Jk. (:
“Who’s she talking to? What’s she talking about?” he asked in a portentous tone. “It wasn’t that long
ago that Representative Giffords got shot in Arizona. So, with an angry post like this, you want to
find out, is this serious?”
“It says JK,” someone called out from the audience. “As in: ‘just kidding.’ “
“Ah,” Gerulski replied. “I didn’t know the JK.”
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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The most sensible way of looking at this problem is to ask how policing strategies that succeed in the
offline world might be extended onto social media. The key to “community policing” has always been
that police can gain trust over time but then—when tensions run high—can also quickly demonstrate
a presence, making it clear that the law is watching. At the SMILE conference, Scott Mills, an officer
from Toronto who works with teens (his Twitter handle, @GraffitiBMXCop, gives a sense of his
particular cred), puts this very principle into practice, integrating location-based social media with
“walking the beat.” When Mills is called to a crime scene, he checks into Foursquare—and he knows
so many kids, he says, that they come find him.
Beyond smarter policing, though, there is only so much that government can do. We probably need
to accept, as a simple fact of life in the digital age, that the freedom of assembly will necessarily
imply the freedom of an enormous group of people—sometimes people who don’t always behave
themselves—to assemble with little or no warning. It’s worth mentioning that in “Flash Crowd,” the
journalist never gets around to pitching the authorities on his plan to stop the riots. In the story’s
very last lines, an anchorman at his network tells him about a new flash crowd that’s just cropped
up. This one is nearly as large, but it’s merely there to witness the red tide at Hermosa Beach, which
a celebrity had praised on TV. “It’s a happy riot,” his colleague says, a bit perplexed. “There’s just a
bitch of a lot of people.” The journalist takes the assignment, grabs a camera, steps into the booth,
and disappears.
Senior editor Bill Wasik (@billwasik) is the author of And Then There’s This: How Stories Live and
Die in Viral Culture.
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Ebolavirus666

"...a riot had broken out in the London district of Tottenham, protesting the police killing of a
29-year-old man in a botched arrest. "
Erm, no. There was no protesting going on, only arson, theft and violence. The idea that this
was some kind of social protest has been flogged incessantly by the MSM, but that doesn't
make it true.
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1 month ago 25 Likes

Like

! RIDE!
!OR!
!DIE!
!

And on December 16, 1773 Americans vandalized a product that was not theirs in order
to make a point about unfair practices and policies.
1 month ago in reply to Ebolavirus666 4 Likes

Like

SDN

"Why does treason never prosper? Why, if it prospers, no one will dare to call it
treason."
Here in Free USA, an armed citizenry can use exactly the same methods to
assemble the Minutemen for getting rid of rioters.
NYC, not so much. I hope Mayor Bloomberg enjoys what he asked for: the
disarming of law abiding citizens while the criminals blow him and his
outgunned police away.
1 month ago in reply to !RIDE!OR!DIE! 4 Likes

Like

jhertzli

I thought New York's gun-control law was based on only allowing guns for
people who can slip a few bucks under the table to the right politicians.
In other words, guns in New York are disproportionately controlled by the
1%.
1 month ago in reply to SDN

Like

vfawkes

If a group of "urban youths" comes to my neighborhood and thinks that the "cosmopolitan
canopy represents society and authority in the way that a statehouse or bank headquarters
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ought to but doesn’t.", and starts to act threatening, they will receive hollowpoint 30 caliber
rounds to the head from a rifle.
1 month ago 23 Likes

Like

William McQuiston

I'm not going to pontificate on whether or not your plan is moral or just. However,
the practical problem that goes with this mentality is that it will get you killed. It may
work with 10 youths who are actually being threatening, with 20 who you
mistakenly perceive to be threatening, but over that and you will be likely to escape
alive. When a mob is operating under a shared identity, as this article suggest they will,
your attack on a single person will be perceived as an attack on the group, and will
result in a counterattack of the same magnitude. If you are lucky, you will be able to
shoot 10 attackers before your rifle is seized by the mob and turned on you. The only
way this strategy would work would be if you were firing from an inaccessible place,
like a second story, in which case it would be hard for a jury to believe that you were at
an imminent risk of physical harm.
1 month ago in reply to vfawkes 8 Likes

Like

Jerry

In the United States citizen self defense against rioting thugs will not be a lone
wolf affair. During the Rodney King riots in LA the Korean Community banded
together to defend their property. They were quite successful. If rioters visit my
neighborhood the reception committee will be sufficent to deal with the
problem. We have many people armed with12 gauge shotguns, NATO 7.62 and
5.56 weapons to dispose of a large crowd.
With the exception of a few ultra blue cities Americans possess the means and
the will to defend their communities from marauding hordes of "youths." The
founding fathers recognized that the indiviidual is his own first responder
against the threat from both foreign and domestic threats. That's why the
Second Amendment is in the Constitution. It isn't just about the militia.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 7 Likes
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Alexis de Tocqueville

Doubtful; most of the individuals that make up these new types of "crowds" are
cowardly individuals motivated by little more than the false promises of
satisfaction heaped upon them by their collectivist masters.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 7 Likes

Like

Dazzza

Is that you Jon?
1 month ago in reply to Alexis de Tocqueville

Like

Alexis de Tocqueville

Is this me?
1 month ago in reply to Dazzza

Like

Dazzza

Gotcha!
1 month ago in reply to Alexis de Tocqueville

Like

stevewhitemd1

So what's the alternative William -- lie down and think of England?
A large group of hoods, thugs and hooligans threaten peoples' property and lives.
Are the threatened not supposed to respond? Are we not supposed to resist, to
protect ourselves? Why not just park all your belongings on the curb -- right now
-- and let the passersby pilfer at will?
And don't tell me the correct response is to "let the police handle it." As we say
here in the States, "when seconds count, the police are but minutes away." The
police couldn't handle the problem in Enfield. Will they handle the problem in
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2011/12/ff_riots/all/1
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your home town? Really?
I don't advocate shooting people as a matter of course. But I certainly will not let
thugs and criminals rob, beat or murder me without response. Sorry to
disappoint you.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 6 Likes

Like

Mike

Oh horsecrap. If a free man, a CITIZEN, starts shooting dirtballs, said dirtballs
are going to clear out pronto. There is no way that this vaunted "group" is going
to stick around, especially if battle rifles are deployed. An AR or AK is very good
"STFU and Go Home" medicine, as proven by Korean shop keepers in LA during
the Rodney King festivities. We're not talking about terrorists in Fallujah here.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 5 Likes

Like

5JimBob

Presumably, vfawkes wouldn't be alone. He/she would have neighbors, family
and friends of similar disposition.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 1 Like

Like

SDN

Between myself, my family, and my neighbors we have 20+ armed shooters, a
minimum of 1 rifle with 3 20 round mags for each, and 10,000+ rounds of
ammo. And where I live, the state gun laws specifically allow deadly force for the
defense of yourself, your property, others, and their property.
And as long as "beaten to death" is still used as cause of death on the coroners
report, I have all the "fear for my life" I need.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston 1 Like

Like

Rob
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While your point is well taken it's not entirely true. Most people tend to shy away
from being shot - actually they tend to run like hell from the prospect. So the 30
Cal is a good idea as long as it's in a semi-automatic or (if you're lucky enough to
have a class 3 license) fully automatic rifle so you can fire quickly and accurately
into the crowd. Once the first few drop no one will be rushing forward to take the
rifle. The better bet would be to use a 12 gauge with an expanded magazine.
Actually Kel-Tec has a really nifty new 12 gauge with two magazines that holds 13
rounds total making it a very, very effective riot gun. I've got mine ordered, I'd
suggest all y'all do the same.
1 month ago in reply to William McQuiston

Like

Adam Cahan

Dude they need to make that twitter threat-tracking app to keep their eyes on you...
1 month ago in reply to vfawkes 5 Likes

Like

Alfred P. Reaud, [ (to_be) || !(to_be) ]; # that is the question...

Why, because he believes in the American right to bear arms and is willing to
defend himself. Probably a low crime rate in his neighborhood, I'd bet...
I watched the video. I saw the poor Asian kid with the bloody face get his laptop
stolen out of his backpack by a rioter as he was dazed. You're not American if you
see that and not get involved to help the citizen. You're not a human. I've met
women with more bolas than that.
So if you're a rioter, and you come perpetrate in the neighborhood and get birdshot for your trouble, who's fault is that? Keep at it, the load gets changed to
buckshot. Then I have a katana for when I run out of bullets... That worked really
good for the Koreans during the Dennis Rodman riots, and it will work for most
Americans in defense of rioters, where the right to bear arms is still respected.
1 month ago in reply to Adam Cahan 16 Likes
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spamlover

Its worth noting that the original rioters in America were the colonialists.
Sounds like these rednecks are ready to protect their tea.
1 month ago in reply to Alfred P. Reaud 5 Likes

Like

Alfred P. Reaud, [ (to_be) || !(to_be) ]; # that is the question...

You Betcha...;-)
I think you're wrong on that part about the first rioters in America. I
believe an accurate analysis of history will show that the first rioters
were Native Americans, righteously fed up with the transgressions
of the colonists on their land.
1 month ago in reply to spamlover 7 Likes

Like

Sirwan Qutbi

I recommend the study of Memetics. The rate of spread of cultural information,
the amount exposed to cultural information, and geo plot it.
This way the police know exactly, when, where and how much Tear gas to bring. ;
(
1 month ago in reply to Adam Cahan 1 Like

Like

DuckBeach

Talk is cheap; commenting here is not much better, butternut. :)
Personally, hope you do get a headshot or two in there on some "urban youth" rioters.
By the time your case gets heard, you go broke paying a criminal attorney to fight off
excessive force and/or other charges, you'll probably show up in court 50/50 for doing
hard time. And there ain't no guns in prison...
1 month ago in reply to vfawkes 4 Likes
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jaquebauer

One hundred years ago these idiots would be shot on site if they destroyed private or public
property. We need to return to that policy, because these people have crossed the line. Party,
get drunk, but stay away from my home or shop, because deadly force will be used to repel
you.
Liberalism is destroying our civil society. These flash mobs are like attacking Indians drunk
on firewater-- a well aimed shot is needed to stop them.
The sooner law enforcement gets tough on these creeps the sooner it will stop. Too bad the
English cops had no personal firearms, otherwise some very old shops and family business's
would still be standing.
The US is sinking into a hell hole of liberalism, accelerated by the boy king, a subversive
himself. It just may come down to well armed family men and their friends to save this nation
from the socialists and progressives, who are really communists hiding under another name.
1 month ago 23 Likes

Like

yogi-one, musician/citizen

This single, ugly racist statement - "These flash mobs are like attacking Indians drunk
on firewater-- a well aimed shot is needed to stop them." - tells me everything I need to
know about you, and it's pretty awful. Thanks for showing your true colors.
1 month ago in reply to jaquebauer 20 Likes

Like

CptVitruvian

"Too bad the English cops had no personal firearms, otherwise some very
old shops and family business's would still be standing."
And people would lay dead on the sidewalk. When it comes down to it which is better;
broken glass or blood on the streets.
Understand you no longer live in a country that is based on capitalism, when capital is
controlled by an elite few it is called fascism and it is ignorant "well armed family men"
like yourself who perpetuate this false paradigm of living in a capitalist society.
Capitalism at its foundation is based on competition and in the end has winners and
losers, terms like "to big to fail" and "Bailouts" directly contradict the entire foundation
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of capitalism and in fact reflect in some of the actions taken by the Weimar
Government in early 1933 under the chancellorship of Hitler.
There are idiots in all sectors of society, yourself demonstrating the middle class
conservative component, and when the poorest most uneducated sectors of society feel
exploited they don't write to their congressman or complain to a local council they take
to the streets because they don't know any better but you seem to forget how important
that is sometimes. I don't condone violence but the American war of independence
wouldn't have happened without these people, the formation of your government
through the civil war wouldn't have happened without these people, the civil rights
movement wouldn't have happened without these people and our children will
hopefully be able say the "Global Insurrection Against Banker Occupation" wouldn't
have happened without these people. Isn't it said actions speak louder than words?
Ill finish this with a quote which, I think, sums this up quite nicely.
"Freedom is the participation in power"
Marcus Cicero

1 month ago in reply to jaquebauer 10 Likes

Like

delahaya

Agree with your idea that we now live in a liberal/fascist state. The problem is
that these protestors just want more of it. They are NOT modern day minute
men looking for independence. They are George Soros sheep being led to by the
nose. It is the US middle class being stuck in the middle of a classic pincer move
- ultrarich elitists up top and underclass rabble below. We are moving into the
"bread and circuses" phase of what used to be a free, constitutional republic, and
it is all being paid for by the "suckers" - the dwindling middle class.
1 month ago in reply to CptVitruvian 18 Likes

Like

Alexis de Tocqueville

No doubt about it; this is a vertical invasion of barbarians, primitivism
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from within - as Gasset noted.
1 month ago in reply to delahaya 10 Likes

Like

Caleb_Grey

"And people would lay dead on the sidewalk. When it comes down to it which is
better; broken glass or blood on the streets. "
blood on the streets everytime.
1 month ago in reply to CptVitruvian 10 Likes

Like

stompsfrogs

yours?
1 month ago in reply to Caleb_Grey 2 Likes

Like

Dazzza

Hopefully!
1 month ago in reply to stompsfrogs

Like

5JimBob

What are you talking about? There are people and organizations lining up to
represent the "poorest and most uneducated sectors of society". These sorts
are perfect as followers and as tools for unscrupulous elites a la Robespierre or
Lenin or Pol Pot.
Their existance is to be discouraged. That's THE main reason why advanced
societies now offer free universal education. That we're not getting much for our
tax money in this regard is another matter.
1 month ago in reply to CptVitruvian

Like

Alexis de Tocqueville
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Not really any such thing as "self organized" - the "organizers" tend to be Alinsky-type
community "organizers", goonion "leaders", or students of both.
Very, very primitive stuff we're going to have to confront - thank goodness for the 2nd
Amendment.
1 month ago 14 Likes

Like

CommonSense033

" Make sure no snitch boys get dis, it implored. Link up and cause havic, just rob everything.
Police can’t stop it."
This isn't a new phenomenon, but it IS why scatterguns were invented. Shame people in the
UK aren't allowed to use shotguns. The criminals know it, and know they have nothing to fear.
1 month ago 12 Likes

Like

FlyingCircus98

The best term for these riots might be "flash-holes", for the people that invest time to gather
to destroy private property just for something to do.
Sure it's awesome to gather like a flash flood just to howl at the wind. Something actually of
positive value could come from channeling that into something better - flash charity? Gather
and fix or build something all at once. Do something better. Madness of crowds, indeed.
1 month ago 18 Likes

Like

delahaya

What is amazing is the sheer arrogance. We all get a vote, but they think they can just
override because their concerns are somehow better.
1 month ago in reply to FlyingCircus98 11 Likes

Like

Laughing__Man
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It's easy to understand why people get angry when the legitimacy of their vote
begins to fall into doubt.
That doesn't excuse criminal mob behavior - but there are reasons these crowds
are forming, and we should all be aware of what those reasons are.
(Edited by author 1 month ago)
1 month ago in reply to delahaya 4 Likes

Like

Caleb_Grey

The reason is usually a lead deficient diet.
1 month ago in reply to Laughing__Man 13 Likes

Like

Guest

ACTION > VOTES
These rioters didn't over-ride anything.
They just acted on it.

1 month ago in reply to delahaya

Like

Robert Davis

In Eurostan maybe. In America: Defensive gun use, coming to a city near you (well, me
anyways). Anyone coming towards my house with a molotav cocktail is getting a 7.62 through
the monobrow.
1 month ago 8 Likes

Like

tonbo0422

God. I thought I lived in Lawless Land in Montreal. In North America. I sit here in Oakland,
California and hear my mother's droning TV local news station (thank God I'm leaving today)
about this murder, that murder, this robbery, that sexual assault . . . an insane litany of
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horrific mayhem. But it appears we have nothing on the nice youths of the Green Grasses of
England.
When the words "lout" and "thug" were invented, they weren't to describe rioters on the
streets of Syria's capital. No, not even the jihadists on the streets of Fallujah. No, they were
invented to describe the scum that's constantly boiling under the noxious soups of Brixton
and Manchester, not to mention Paris and Bordeaux, or Stuttgart and Lucerne.
Them Europeans sure have a talent at thuggery and violence; anyone who lives here in the
relative calm of North America would do well to envision a quick tour of hilly, remote parts of
Pakistan rather than plan a visit to Knightsbridge.
(Edited by author 1 month ago)
1 month ago 5 Likes

Like

MrJest

Well, it's not a coincidence that the two most destructive wars of all time started in
Europe. They were just expressions of the sociology that was there all along... and is
still there. Europe is still Europe; the same tensions exists even today, after 500 years
and two world wars. We need to watch Europe as closely as we do Iran; they are both
prone to the same sort of uncivil mischief. Only Iran is just starting to get nukes; most
of Europe has had them for the past half century. Which only means the Savages who
are Europe need even CLOSER watching. Those barbarians can't be trusted, not for a
second.
1 month ago in reply to tonbo0422

Like

tonbo0422

MrJest, you're so, so right. Despite the veneer of civilization, a time always seems
to come when some petty dictator (there's a reason dictators are always petty)
will rise up to exploit the decline of a State, or Staes. I don't think anyone with a
fair attitude would call Greece a third-world country, but look how fast
"civilization" can disappear in a Kristallnacht of riots and looting.
Memories are very short; I'd warrant the only difference between WWII and now
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is that the penalty for using one's armed forces now would be simply too costly to
the nations involved.
Oh sure, America will deteriorate but will and can never be defeated in a "armed
forces to armed forces"-type of war . . . that will never, ever happen again.
But that doesn't stop terrorists blowing up planes and destroying fragile
economies and it seems to me that an awful amount of unrest is brewing in
Europe nowadays. I was horrified on the TGV from Paris to Bordeaux to literally
see mile after mile after mile of graffiti by the railway . . . you could travel an
hour and not be past it. And graffiti is always the sign of a whole bunch of young
people with too much time on their hands . . .
1 month ago in reply to MrJest

Like

kukrisna

The majority is silent and the minority is loud.
1 month ago 5 Likes

Like

yogi-one, musician/citizen

The article reads as if social media is "it', as you might expect a tech oriented publication to
do. The social media is a tool only. There were spontaneous riots, and yes even flash mobs
before there was BBM and twitter. The technology makes it easier in some cases. As for people
on the scene making extensive use of the technology, well, yes and no. There are some ppl
with devices, and when someone sees clearly the next best option, they usually shout it out "everyone head to the park." etc. On the scene, most ppl still rely on messages being passed
through the crowd in their immediate vicinity. As a person who has been in some of these
events, I can tell you that while the initial call and a few organizing msgs go out before the
event, the technology as an organizer gives way to the actual mood and energy of the crowd
once you are on the scene.
And you can't just tweet anything and get a mob. There has to be a pre-existing, connected
pool of ppl who are predisposed to the kind of activity that you are trying to create, otherwise
it won't work. Bottom line, the social media is a tool, it is not the driver of spontaneous
gathering. And police can use the tool like anyone else. Police depts can train their ppl to use
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social media, probably for the price of a single two-hour training session, since most likely, all
their officers already have devices, so there would be no overhead beyond paying the officers
to show up for a couple of hours of training. But the police, being a big bureaucratic
institution is slow to move on things like this. That's how the mobs get an edge on them.
As for the posters here that think the solution is to shoot down the mobs, I have three words
for you: Ghadafi, Mubarak, and Assad. The strategy of brutal, deadly repression does not
create the result you are thinking of.
1 month ago 5 Likes

Like

SemperWhy

Police depts can train their ppl to use social media, probably for the
price of a single two-hour training session, since most likely, all
their officers already have devices, so there would be no overhead
beyond paying the officers to show up for a couple of hours of training.
But the police, being a big bureaucratic institution is slow to move on
things like this. That's how the mobs get an edge on them.
Partly. You also need to recognize that police are handicapped by the rules of evidence.
Can you just imagine the headlines if the police were as networked as you're
describing? "Police Eavesdrop on BBM, Facebook, Twitter Without Warrants" would be
just the start.
1 month ago in reply to yogi-one

Like

adama74

I can't believe that in an article about social unrest in 2011 there is no a single mention of the
15M Movement in Spain, which occupied Madrid most famous square for months, movilized
millions of people in most cities in Spain and Europe, and from wich other global
demonstrations as 15O and Occupy Wall Street spun off.
(Edited by author 1 month ago)
1 month ago 4 Likes

Like

IRMO
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Because it's ridiculous to treat the Occupy protesters as a threat to public order. They're
out to change government policy. And they're so intent on using nonviolent tactics that
the worst havoc they wreak is some trampled grass. Notice how they chant "take off the
riot gear, we don't see no riot here"? 'struth.
1 month ago in reply to adama74 1 Like

Like

Alfred P. Reaud, [ (to_be) || !(to_be) ]; # that is the question...

That there being the best example I've read yet of the difference between
"protester" and "rioter". The Occupy movement is a perfect example of citizens
in democratic action, as guaranteed by the third clause of the First Amendment.
It's the police that violate, using force on peaceable demonstrators exercising
their Constitutional rights in America.
There have been exceptions, some believe by infiltrators, and there has
been chicanery. The guy in Fort Collins that allegedly burned down that place.
Bet he's a patsy. Dudes, he was a beekeeper, and all of a sudden decides to
become an arsonist. Well, somebody burned the place down, and if it was the
homeless accidentally, as some have suggested, on a cold night, insurance
companies don't pay on arson unless somebody is in jail. Benjamin Gilmore, btw,
is his name, and this was an act that was painted on Occupy to make it look like
they are villains...
In all this, $1,000,000 question is left unanswered: Who originated the text
original text in the UK? People in the States sometimes don't believe in
infiltrators. They should read the great books documenting the infiltration of the
Black Panthers, Nation of Islam, and the Klan even, back in the 1960's courtesy
of Mr. J. E. Hoover. Great reading...
(Edited by author 1 month ago)
1 month ago in reply to IRMO

Like

5JimBob

That's so much hooey. They clogged public areas for weeks on end,
damaging businesses in the area, causing a general inconvenience, leaving
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feces, urine and food waste about, and damage grass, flowerbeds and trees
which have to be replaced at public expense. They sure as hell didn't apply
for city permits, and they -as far as I know - never used any contributions
to pay for said damage they left behind. It was spent for pizza and bail
money. Not only that, but many of the OWC camps emptied at night
leaving vacant tents while the would-be "occupiers" went home to their
parents basements or their nice cozy dorm room.
There was plenty of violence as well; someone took a pot-shot from an
OWC camp, at the White House! Camp leaders called for a minute of
silence in some sort of sympathy display for the shooter (imagine if some
screwball had done the same while hiding in a Tea Party crowd in DC). In
Oregon, organizers tried to discourage victims or rape in the OWC camp
from reporting the crime to police, claiming they could 'handle it'
themselves (how?)
You ought to read a great book like "Radical Son", by David Horowitz.
You'll learn a lot about the motivations of the knaves providing the brains
behind much of the OWC movement. They're perfectly capable of doing,
and more importantly, justifying, all those nasty things without any
government encouragement.
1 month ago in reply to Alfred P. Reaud 2 Likes

Like

spamlover

If you feel disconnected from society and feel you will always be separated from it, a victim of
imperfect economics, then there is no reason to respect it. In fact you have a reason to hate it.
Not condoning this behavior of course. In fact I doubt that many here will understand it. Like
the British in 1776 did not understand the Colonialists, and they paid heavily for it, both in
lives and economically.
1 month ago 3 Likes

Like

herdsman

The correct spelling for "reckys" is "recce" (or "recces" in the plural) and pronounced as
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"reckee". It is, as correctly stated, a British military term for reconnaissance.
1 month ago 3 Likes

Like

Rohan Jayasekera

Some UK police forces were able to use Twitter to kill off rumours of copy-cat riots elsewhere,
and don't forget the London community activists who used social media to organise next-day
clean-up crews and support traders who lost their livelihood.
1 month ago 4 Likes

Like

bannedforselfcensorship

So, if I shoot them in the leg, and then visit them in the hospital afterwards, it will be
okay, too?
1 month ago in reply to Rohan Jayasekera 1 Like

Like

Rohan Jayasekera

Ha, no, unless you are visiting to apologise to your victim, while on bail awaiting
trial for assault and firearms offences. Anyway, the clean up crews were not the
rioters of the night before, they were the neighbours of people whose lives had
been ruined by the riots. They were there to help, organised by social media.
1 month ago in reply to bannedforselfcensorship 1 Like

Like

bricko

this will be to fun....we just received 5000 rounds of 223 and some 338mag. Get them all in a
bunch and pick off many as possible. likely get more than one at a time since the big hoss
338 will go through about 6 people at once.
1 month ago 2 Likes

Like

CryoAnon
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This is the big problem, riots like these is what cause people to think all protests are or will
turn in to riots.
1 month ago 2 Likes

Like

Kitty Antonik Wakfer

While this article appears to take the track that group non-thinking is inevitable and
improved police tactics are the answer, I differ in my view of individual self-responsibility,
something that governments by their very nature do NOT encourage at all.
"[t]he technology allows a group of like-minded people to gather with unprecedented speed
and scale....If only a tiny fraction of this quickly multiplying audience gets the message ***and
already has prepared itself for disorder, then disorder is what they are likely to create***."
Emphasis added are essential to differentiating between spread of ideas and non-violent
action AND the violence that can and has happened when THAT is the purpose or there is no
non-violent purpose.
"Spontaneous" large gatherings on government owned (aka "public property") are making
cops very nervous and even more prone to use the physical violence they are all willing to
initiate, by simply taking those jobs. (The same willingness to initiate physical harm applies to
military personnel.)
As long as most people do not understand that governments rise and fall on their Enforcers domestic and military, some places one and the same thing - they will be putting their
energies in the wrong places in the wrong manner. Politicians do NOT get out in the field and
enforce their
own legislation. They do not dirty their hands with this task. They have ENFORCERS, other
HUMANS and THAT fact is the key to all governments. Humans are susceptible to reasoned
logic and when that has no effect, they can be shamed, shunned and ostracized - all voluntary
association by others withdrawn! This practice has had significant behavior modifying effect
in the past and can be even moreso in the future with the advance of technology. Social
Preferencing - both negative and positive - is truly the Ultimate Effector of social order,
though governments attempt to create a variety of impediments through laws/regulations/etc
and public schooling indoctrination, to its simple full usage.
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Even so, the reduction of government harm-causing at home and abroad by reducing the
numbers of the true government harm-causers - ENFORCERS - is possible and available to
each individual via the choices s/he makes for voluntary association.
1 month ago 2 Likes

Like

The Chucks

Sorry, I live in North Dakota.
1 month ago 2 Likes

Like

czhalxuk

-“Ah,” Gerulski replied. “I didn’t know the JK.”
The SMILE conference sounds like the D.A's conference in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas; a
crowd of obsolete flat-foots desperately attempting to find the edge of 'coolness' lol.
1 month ago 1 Like

Like

enthasys

Evolution is erradicating the conservative thinking...here is the evidence.
1 month ago 1 Like

Like

Alexis de Tocqueville

Actually, the morality, liberty, and prosperity of Western civilization have proven to be
the ultimate evolutionary adaptation.
1 month ago in reply to enthasys 8 Likes

Like

stompsfrogs

It's not the ultimate adaption until we wipe out all life.
1 month ago in reply to Alexis de Tocqueville 1 Like
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Sirwan Qutbi

All the more reason to create public spaces underground.
1 month ago 1 Like

Like

Mark Z

I have a thought - if you are an innocent bystander, suddenly threatened by a lawless flash
mob, then you must INSTANTLY BECOME PART OF IT.
1 month ago

Like

Nathan Cain

mr stott is making the point that "poor policing" and "societal slights" are to blame while
usimg the examplethat a woman who appeared to have been mishandled in the midst of a civil
disturbance led to further anarchy.while i can agree with certain parts, they are probably the
same points zimbardo would make. obviously arresting someone breaking the law wwill set
off those already sympathetic. and "mob mentality" has provided an explanation for the
phenomenon this writer is investigating for several years now. the problem now is that a
worthy academic and a professional writer are willing to spend seven pages tryimg to disprove
common sense and societal mores
1 month ago

Like

MoReport

Some years back, the British did research on High-Tech crowd control.
One of the results, the epileptigenic ray, would work well here; Tough on
bystanders, but sacrifices must be made to preserve order. >:)
1 month ago

Like

Guest

Now if we could only network like this for jobs.
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1 month ago

Like

spamlover

> "thus a shared set of grievances" < exactly describes the original Critical Mass bike riders.
From very disparate backgrounds but sharing anger at motorists who would risk the lives of
cyclists to save a second or two. That shared and justified anger brought them together, with
no leaders, no destinations, just a determination to own the roads 2 hours per month.
1 month ago

Like
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